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I Flexible control over your
assets

When you get to work in the morning, what’s the first thing you do? Grab a cup of

coffee? Check your mail? It’s the small things that are crucial to our morning

routine. But what if the coffee machine broke down or your laptop doesn’t start?

By registering and tracking assets in Asset Management, you keep everything

running smoothly. You ensure that your organization’s assets are properly

managed, and thus, when a disruption occurs, are able pinpoint the source and

know who is affected. In doing so, managing assets in TOPdesk becomes a

surefire way of both minimizing costs and risks, and improving productivity.

And even though your organization is unique, the flexibility of Asset Management

ensures your organization's processes are fully supported in TOPdesk. Like other

modules, Asset Management works with cards. Design these asset cards so they

represent exactly what you want them to, from coffee machines to laptops – you

name it!

You can virtually register anything you want on any given asset card. Let's say for

example you want to register what type of laptop someone is using. All you have

to do is create an extra field for the design of your laptop cards. Every laptop

registered via this design will then have the new field, allowing you to properly

keep track of the data of all its subtypes.

What's more, you can also determine how assets relate to each other since they

aren't restricted to pre-defined relationships. Whether your organization works

with fixed or unfixed workspaces, or if your colleagues use different software

programs on their devices, you control how assets go together. Enabling you to

customize assets and their relations to each other to fit your organization

perfectly.
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To learn more about the features mentioned above and other ones, read this

manual to get started with Asset Management and give a boost to the various

processes of your organization.

1 The Asset Management module page  
Before we start setting up Asset Management, let’s take a look at how it is

structured. You might have worked with a few of TOPdesk’s other modules

already. If so, you will notice some differences in how the module page is set up.

The Asset Management module page

 

The module page consists of two widgets: New Asset Management and

Information about Asset migration. The New Asset Management widget

contains buttons to the various sections of the module. The biggest part of setting

up and maintaining Asset Management happens within one of these sections. The

second widget gives a few tips where to learn more about migrating to Asset

Management, in case you already have used Configuration Management. Learn

more about migration in 2 Migrating objects to Asset Management [➙ page 8].

Sections of New Asset Management
The New Asset Management widget on the module page contains the following

buttons:

■ Asset overview: view all your assets in a filterable list. This is also the section

where you can create individual assets.

■ Template Designer: create and edit templates for your assets. Use this

section to determine what your asset cards should look like.

■ Stock overview: design and create Stock cards, used for registering assets

that are in your organization’s inventory.
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■ Asset actions: actions for Asset Management are currently configured and

managed in a separate actions section, instead of via the Action Management

module.

■ Asset migration: migrate your data from the old Configuration Management

module to the new Asset management.

■ Asset Type Report: a reporting functionality for Asset Management.

 Unlike other modules in TOPdesk, Asset Management does not have a

settings page under Module Settings. All relevant settings are integrated in

the various sections, predominantly in the Template Designer.

Flexible control over your assets > The Asset Management module page
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II Migrating objects to Asset
Management

The new Asset Management module is created to replace Configuration

Management. Are you just starting out with managing your organization’s assets

in TOPdesk? We advise you to start using the new Asset Management module and

continue with the next chapters.

Do you already have information about your company’s assets registered in

Configuration Management? Then you might like to see if migrating the data from

that module to the new Asset Management is already beneficial for you. In this

case, we advise you to use the information in knowledge item KI 9715 on My

TOPdesk to further assess whether you can migrate your data, and learn how to

take these steps.

! The name of Configuration Management can be adjusted in TOPdesk.

Therefore, Configuration Management might be called differently in your

environment.
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III Designing templates for assets

All assets in your organization have their own characteristics. When registering a

mobile phone as an asset, it is useful to know what its phone number is. But being

able to register a phone number for a car only clutters up its asset card.

With TOPdesk's Asset Management, you can fully customize which information of

your assets you want to register. To do so, you create a separate design, known as

an asset template, for all the types of assets you want to register. Doing so allows

you to show information that is for each asset.

Asset templates in turn consist of widgets. There are eleven widgets to choose

from in total and you decide which you want to add to a template. The example

below shows all our widgets: (1) General, (2) History, (3) Assignment, (4)

Relationships, (5) Fieldset, (6) Relationship grid, (7) Dataset, (8) Reservations, (9)

Documents, (10) Stock, and (11) Web content.
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All widgets on an asset template

 

Widgets are freely moveable within a template, so they are not fixed to the

positions shown in the example. This means you are free to design each asset

template to how you see fit. To make the most of your asset templates, each

widget works as follows:

1 General widget: provides an ID and numbering for the asset.

2 History widget: shows both present and past changes that have been made

to an asset.

3 Assignment widget: assigns locations and persons to the asset.

4 Relationships widget: creates and shows an asset’s links to other assets.

5 Fieldset widget: creates customized fields that you can use to characterize

information through various formatting options.

6 Relationships grid widget: shows a summary of assets of a specific linked

asset type. For example, use this widget to show the amount of available

licences on a software asset card.

7 Dataset widget: creates customized columns and rows for multiple entries of

data.

8 Reservations widget: manages how assets are reserved. Use this widget to

make assets available in the Self-Service Portal.

9 Documents widget: displays documents uploaded to the asset.

10 Stock widget: links your assets to a stock to better manage your inventory.
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11 Web content widget: shows web content from other web-based sources on

the asset card.

 After creating a template, you will be able to create asset cards. Don’t

worry—you will still be able to make changes to your templates after

registering assets. Existing assets will simply follow these changes.

1 Creating a new asset template  
To create a new asset template:

1 Open the Template Designer via Asset Management > Template Designer.

2 On the left, click Create template.

3 Provide a name for the template, such as the asset type.

4 Hit enter.

➩ A new asset template is created.

By default, new asset templates contain the General, Assignment and History

widgets.

A template for your templates: save time while setting up Asset

Management by developing a basic design that includes widgets and their

settings you need for most of your asset templates. Copy this template

(see 3.7 Copying a template [➙ page 16]) whenever you need a new

asset type and ensure the new template contains at least the basic needs.

 

2 Adding widgets to a template  
Asset templates are based on widgets. The various widgets all add their own

specific functionalities to an asset card.

To add widgets to a template:

1 Open the template you want to add a widget to, or create a new one.

2 Click Add widget.

3 Select a new or existing widget type. If you reuse existing fieldset or dataset

widgets, you can add any field or column you previously created in your

environment and use data from different asset types in one report.

➩ You have successfully added a widget.

 Any change you make to a template is automatically saved. No more

forgetting to save the card!
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See also

2 8 Managing your inventory with Stock Management [➙ page 39]

3 Creating new fields  
Most cards in TOPdesk contain various fields to simply register information in.

Whether it is a contact person, a purchase price, or a reminder date—sometimes

you need to save certain properties on a card. For assets, this is no different. Use

fields in a fieldset or dataset widget to register any useful information about an

asset.

To create new fields:

1 Open the template you want to create a new field for in the Template

Designer.

2 In the fieldset or dataset widget where you want to add a field, click Add field

or Add column.

 No matter in which widget type a field was created, a new field can be

used in fieldsets and datasets. You do not need to create separate fields

for these two widget types.

3 In the Select field drop-down list, check whether the field you want to add

already exists in another template.

 Reusing existing fields is recommended as it allows you to easily create

reports and filters for multiple asset types, and keep your database

consistent.

4 If the field you want to add does not yet exist, or you do not want to reuse it,

set the toggle to Create a new field.

5 Enter a label. This is the field name as it will be shown on the card.

 You can change the label of a field later on, but the field id will always keep

its initial value. The field id is used for imports, exports, and other

database queries.

6 Select the type of field: text, number, drop-down, date/time, or checkbox (logic

field). Most of these field types can then be specified further.

7 Click Create and add field to add the new field to the template.

8 Click on the asterisk in front of the field to mark it as compulsory.
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Place the cursor behind the field until the Move cursor appears to move

the field up and down the widget or even to another widget.

➩ The new field has been set up.

For example, the setup of a new drop-down field might look as follows:

 

4 Adding fields to a template  
You do not always need to add a new field to a template, but just need to reuse a

field you have configured before. For example, think of a drop-down list with

various colours to choose from. To save some time, use previously created fields

on a template.

1 Open the Template Designer.

2 Select the template you want to add fields to.

3 In the left-hand panel, under Fields, drag and drop the field you need into a

fieldset widget.
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 Reusing existing fields is recommended as it allows you to easily create

reports and filters for multiple asset types, and keep your database

consistent.

4 Optionally, click on the asterisk in front of the field to mark it as compulsory.

Place the cursor behind the field until the Move cursor appears to move

the field up and down the widget or even to another fieldset widget.

See also

2 3.3 Creating new fields [➙ page 12]

5 Removing fields from a widget  
It might happen that a field seemed useful at first but is barely used in the end. By

deleting fields from a widget, your asset cards do not clutch up with unnecessary

information.

To remove a field from a widget:

1 Open the template with the fields you want to remove.

2 Select the field in the corresponding widget by clicking on the name of the field

or column.

3 Click Remove in the header of the widget.

! Do not mix up Remove with the bin icon that is displayed a bit further to

the right. The bin icon is used to remove the whole widget from an asset

template.

4 Confirm by clicking Remove field.

➩ The field was removed from the asset template.

Removing a field from a template will not delete the data. Adding a field back to

the template restores the data previously logged in the field.

Also, if you use a field on more than one template, the field will still remain on

those other templates.

6 Customizing the summary  
An asset card can contain a lot of information. You can set up the summary per

asset type, so your users see its most important details at a glance.

1 Open an asset and click Open design mode, or select a template in the

Template Designer.
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2 In the General widget, select Set summary.

3 Select the fields you want to use as the summary. You can select text and drop-

down fields.

4 Select Set summary to confirm your changes.

➩ You will now see the summary in the assets overview.

 Determine which fields should be part of the summary by thinking about

which characteristics help a user best with finding the right asset. Showing

a few important details helps your users to confirm that the correct asset

is found.

Summary displayed on Call card.

 

Locations of the summary
The asset’s summary is used in various locations throughout TOPdesk:

■ In the Object field and Find asset menu of calls and changes.

■ In the Reservations Planner.

■ On the My Objects overview on the Self-Service Portal.

■ As Asset Summary of linked assets in selections for other modules.

■ As Asset Summary to be added to mail actions of other modules.

■ As column in the Asset Overview.

Next to the asset name and text fields, the search engine of TOPdesk uses

the asset summary to find assets related to your search term. To make

sure your users can also find assets by searching on certain drop-down

field values, add a drop-down field to the asset summaries.

Designing templates for assets > Customizing the summary
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7 Copying a template  
Every time you use the Create template option, you start with a new template

that contains the three default widgets. However, some asset types do not differ

that much from each other. In that case, use the copy functionality to duplicate an

existing template and make any last changes to get the perfect template.

1 Open the template you want to copy.

2 In the upper right-hand corner, click More > Copy.

3 Click Copy template in the pop-up if you’re sure to copy the template.

➩ A copy of the template is generated.

4 Click on the pen icon between the name and ‘Template’ to change the name of

the copy.

8 Exporting the template  
Creating a lot of assets can be a labour-intensive task. 5.3.2 Basic Asset

Management import [➙ page 23] is speeds up this task, but you need a source

file to feed this import functionality. To create such a source file, export an asset

template to XLSX format:

1 Open the template you want to export.

2 Click Get XLSX template.

3 Save the XLSX file to your computer.

➩ You have downloaded the template to XLSX format.
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IV Setting up permissions for
Asset Management

Asset Management supports other processes in TOPdesk. This means that many

different users of TOPdesk can make use of information that is stored in Asset

Management. They must be able to complete their tasks efficiently, but should

not get swamped by information that is irrelevant to them. Assign permissions

per group (as permission groups) for each asset type the group manages.

 

Make sure you have permission groups for each group responsible for

managing a set of assets.

1 Via Modules > Supporting files > Permission groups, open the permission

group you want to assign permissions.

2 Under New Asset Management, assign permissions to the group.

3 Save the permissions.

4 Repeat for each group that requires permissions.

Available permissions
Permission groups contain two blocks related to Asset Management:

■ New Asset Management – Setup: permissions for creating and managing

templates, and for performing migrations from Configuration Management to

Asset Management.

■ New Asset Management – Assets: permissions for creating, viewing and

editing asset cards for each asset type.
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 To be able to open the Asset actions menu, an operator needs Create

permissions for Action sequences, found under Action Management.

Setting up permissions for Asset Management > 
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V Registering assets

 

1 Manually creating assets  
To manually create one asset:

1 Open the New Asset Management module page.

2 Click on Asset overview.

3 Click on New.

4 Pick the asset type to which your asset should belong from the list, or click on

Search types to search through the list.

➩ A new asset card of the chosen type opens in a new tab.

5 Make sure that the Asset ID plus any other mandatory fields are filled.

6 Press Save.

➩ A new asset card has been registered.

2 Copying assets  
When you have multiple assets you want to register, such as a large number of

new laptops or smartphones, you can save time by copying an existing asset.

! Copying assets is not available in TOPdesk Lite and TOPdesk Professional.

To copy an asset:

1 Open the asset card you want to copy.
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2 Go to More > Copy.

3 In the Copy asset window, fill in the number of copies you want to make.

4 If no numbering settings were configured in the General widget of this asset

type, you can also determine the Asset ID for the copies. Mind that if an Asset

ID in the given range is already in use, an error about duplicate names is

displayed.

5 Click Copy to confirm.

➩ TOPdesk copies the original asset and shows the results in a filtered overview.

The shown overview is saved only for the operator copying the assets, and is

overwritten after each copy action.

Create a default asset with only a select number of fields filled in, to avoid

copying an asset and having to remove unnecessary or incorrect data from

the copies.

Creating copies is limited to 100 copies. If more assets must be created, use Asset

Management’s import wizard. See 5.3.1 Import Wizard for Asset Management [➙

page 21].

Permissions
To copy assets, the following permissions are required:

■ Create permissions for the asset type of the original asset.

■ Read permissions for any linked asset type.

■ Read permissions for Stocks, if linked to the original asset.

3 Importing assets  
Every organization has a few asset types of which they own a lot. Whether it is

laptops, desks or bikes: registering and updating all those assets manually would

be a time-consuming task.

Asset Management offers two different import functionalities: the Import Wizard

and the Basic Asset Management import.

Besides using the import functionalities, you can also use the Asset Audit

Marketplace solution for maintaining large amounts of assets in your

environment by scanning assets and their locations.
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3.1 Import Wizard for Asset Management  
The Import Wizard for Asset Management gives you full control over how you

import your assets into TOPdesk. Besides only registering characteristics of your

assets, you can also link your assets to other cards in TOPdesk.

Access the Import Wizard via one of the following paths:

■ Settings > Import Settings > Asset Management imports > Imports.

■ Modules > New Asset Management > Asset overview > More > Import.

Permissions needed to access the Asset Management import:

a) Imports and Exports > Standard Import: Read

b) Asset Management > the applicable asset types: Read, Write, Create

 If you do not have the Standard imports permission (under Imports and

exports) assigned to your Operator card, the second path will redirect you

to the Basic Asset Management import.

Create a new import
In the TOPdesk settings, under Import Settings > Asset Management imports >

Imports, click New import.

1. Select target
In step Target, select the card type you want to import. If you want you can add a

brief description.

2. Creating and choosing the source
In step Source, select the file you want to import from CSV or XLSX, or connect

with an MS SQL database to import from.

Don’t have a source file yet, or unsure whether your source file is correctly

formatted? Use Download xlsx template to obtain an empty, pre-formatted file

to fill. A few things to keep in mind while filling the source file:

■ To link an asset to more than one other asset, person, or location, you must

add each card on their own line in a cell. In Excel, use ALT+ENTER to create a

new line.

■ When assigning assets to locations, add an additional branch column. Because

names of locations are not always unique, you need this additional branch

column to indicate to which branch a location belongs.

■ Enter TRUE or FALSE for logic checkbox values (yes/no) and toggles.

■ Use the ISO 8601 format YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ss.SSS for date/time fields.
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If you can use a source file that has already been uploaded to TOPdesk, you can

pick one of the Previously uploaded files.

After uploading or choosing a source file, indicate the time zone of any date fields

in the source file.

 For import source files, a file size limit of 20 MB is set.

To only import part of the source file, add one or more filters. You can check

whether a source value is empty or contains a specific value.

3. Create field mapping
Map the listed source fields to their counterpart in TOPdesk. Any unmapped fields

will not be imported. In some cases you need to specify the type of data in the

source field.

All fields marked with an asterisk * need to be mapped before you can proceed to

the next step. Make sure no fields under Select a TOPdesk field: with an asterisk

are left unmapped.

In the Optional settings of a mapped field, determine what to do with empty

values in the source. You can let TOPdesk fill a default value when the source is

empty. When you import values for a drop-down list, you can determine what to

do with unrecognized values.

 For Asset Management imports, you can only import fields that are also

available on the asset template. As an example, the reservations widget

must be added to an asset template for its fields to appear in the field

mapping list.

4. Define import settings
Indicate which TOPdesk field you want to use as the unique key. The values of the

field should be unique both in the source file and in TOPdesk, so that the source

data can be linked to the correct TOPdesk card.

Decide whether the import must be able to import new cards, and if it can also

update already existing cards. Additionally, choose what TOPdesk should do with

existing cards that are not in your source.

5. Schedule the import
Indicate how you want to run the import. Scheduled imports run on a set day or

time. Automated imports are based on automated file uploading, and will run

each time a file with the set name is uploaded again.

Registering assets > Importing assets
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6. Check the preview
The records listed under Errors will not be imported. Either run the import this

way, thus not importing those records, or correct the data in the source file and

upload the updated source file in step 2: Source.

Save the import, or activate the import if it will run automatically.

Run the import

! Make sure you have created a backup before you run an import.

You can now run the import you created.

Check the results of import runs under Import Settings > Asset

Management imports > History.

When you first test the Import Wizard, use a source file with only a few

records. Furthermore, set that TOPdesk is leading in step 4 so all other

cards are left unchanged.

 

3.2 Basic Asset Management import  
This import functionality contains a few basic import features. For more options,

such as importing asset-asset relations or drop-down list values, use the Import

Wizard.

 Operators are automatically redirected to the more extensive Import

Wizard when the Standard imports (under Imports and exports)

permission is given. Without the permission, the steps shown below will

lead you to the basic import.

To import assets into TOPdesk:

1 Choose how to create the XLSX source file. The import functionality also

accepts CSV files, but the template generated in TOPdesk is always in XLSX

format.

Option 1: download a XLSX template file

a) At the top of the Asset overview, or on the Asset Management module

page, go to Template Designer.

b) Select the template and click Get XLSX Template.
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Option 2: create your own XLSX file

a) Create a new worksheet in Excel.

b) Add a column called “name” (in lower case, without quotes). This is the

column for listing the Asset ID of the assets to create or edit.

c) Add columns for the fields you want to fill or edit. They should get the

field name (Field ID) as header. You can find the Field ID of a field when

you open an asset in the design mode (template view) and edit the field.

d) Save the worksheet as an XLSX file.

2 Fill the XLSX file with the data you want to import and save the file.

a) Enter TRUE or FALSE for logic checkbox values (yes/no).

b) Use the ISO 8601 format YYYY-MM-DDTHH:mm:ss.SSS for date/time

fields.

c) Empty values in the XLSX file will not delete current values in TOPdesk.

3 At the top of the Assets overview, go to More > Import.

4 Select the XLSX or CSV file.

5 Click Check with type to select the asset type the source file is intended for.

➩ A pop-up states which assets will be created or edited.

6 Click Import Assets to start the import.

➩ A pop-up states the result of the import. You can now choose to import more

assets or to close the import window.

When you are finished, refresh the Assets overview to see the import results.

! The import cannot archive or delete assets, nor import values for drop-

down lists.
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VI Linking assets to other assets

When you register your assets, you can set up flexible designs that show how

each asset interacts with other assets. After you define the relationship between

assets, you can use the graphical overview to see a visual representation of their

relationship. You have two options for defining the relationship between assets:

■ Assets that relate to each other, but not for a specific goal. Here you don’t

need to see the particular functionalities provided by assets in the graphical

overview, you just want to indicate that there is a relationship between assets,

as a parent and child.

■ Assets that provide specific functionalities to other assets. Think of a router

that provides a computer with access to your network, or a printer that lets

your computer print. You register these functionalities as custom link types,

and these link types are shown in the graphical overview of assets.

Links between assets are created and managed via the Relationships widget. For

current relationships with other assets, the widget shows the template’s icon, the

Asset ID, and the summary. Related assets are grouped by used link type and

hierarchy.
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Relationships widget

1 Defining relationships without specific
functionalities

 

If you want to create a relationship between assets, but the assets don’t offer

particular functionalities to each other, you can simply link them to each other as

a parent or child.

1 Open an asset.

2 In the Relationships widget, click Link assets.

➩ The Link assets menu appears.

3 Select the right relationship hierarchy.

4 In the Link type drop-down list, choose No link type.

5 Select or search for the asset(s) you want to link.
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6 Click Link selection.

➩ You’ve created a hierarchical relationship between the opened assets and one

or more other assets.

 Only with parent and child relationships without specific functionalities,

asset relationship cycles are possible. In such a cycle, asset ‘A‘ is a parent

for ‘B‘,‘B‘ is a parent for ‘C‘, and ‘C‘ again a parent for ‘A‘.

2 Link types: custom relationships with specific
functionalities

 

Next to unspecific relationships between assets, there are assets of which their

relationship with other assets is more clearly defined. Think of a SIM card for a

mobile phone, or an internet cable for a desktop computer. Their roles in the

relationship are clear: without the first one, the second one has a hard time to

function well. To register such relationships as well as possible, create and use

link types in Asset Management.

First, define the custom link types for displaying different types of relationships.

Then, assign link types to an asset template, so that each asset you create from a

template will have the same link types available. At last, start relating assets to

each other by using these link types.

2.1 Define link types  
To create a new link type:

1 Open the Template Designer.

2 Go to the Link types tab in the left-hand panel.

3 Click Create link type.

4 Enter a name.

5 Press Enter to confirm the creation of the new link type.

➩ A new link type is created.

Alternative method
To create a new link type via an asset template:

1 Open the Template Designer.

2 Open a template to which you want to assign a new link type.

3 In the Relationships widget, click Assign link types.
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4 In the drop-down field, type the name of the link type you want to assign.

➩ If it already exists, choose this link type. If it does not already exist, the Add
option button appears.

5 Click Add option.

6 Click just above the drop-down field to close the list.

7 Click the blue Assign link types button.

➩ A new link type is created.

The alternative method is useful for when you are already on an asset template to

assign link types. However, to further edit the settings of the link type, you will

need to go to the Link types tab to make any changes.

2.2 Assign link types to asset types  
Not all link types are relevant for all asset types. Before you can link assets to each

other via a certain link type, you must assign link types to asset types.

1 Open the Template Designer.

2 Create a new template, or select an existing template on the Templates tab in

the left-hand panel. This is the template for the asset type that provides the

link type.

3 In the Relationships widget, select Assign link types.

4 In the drop-down list, select the link type. You can add several link types, since

assets of one asset type can have slightly different purposes.

5 If you want to add a new link type that is not yet registered, begin typing in the

field and click Add option.

6 Click Assign link types.

➩ You have assigned a link type to an asset type.

2.3 Create relationships between assets with link types  
To create a relationship between two or more assets with a link type:

1 Open an asset.

2 In the Relationships widget, click Link asset.

➩ The Link assets menu appears.

3 Select the right relationship hierarchy.

4 In the Link type drop-down list, choose the link type you need to define the

relationship(s).
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5 Select the assets you want to link from the list. Optionally, first search to filter

the list.

6 Click Link selection.

➩ You have created a hierarchical relationship between the opened asset and

one or more other assets.

The relationship is displayed in the overview of the Relationships widget, below

the link type name.

2.4 Keep assets together with location inheritance  
Assets rarely stay in the same place forever. An example: imagine having a desk in

your office that is correctly set up for one of your colleagues. After working on the

third floor for a while, your colleague’s team moves to the sixth floor. You simply

assign the desk to the new location via the Assignment widget. But what if also

the monitors, a keyboard, wireless mouse, and a chair are involved?

When all hardware related to this workspace is related to the desk via link types

with location inheritance enabled, you make sure that their location is always

the same as the one of the desk. By enabling location inheritance, you allow child

assets to adopt the location assignments of their parent assets.

Enable location inheritance for link types
To enable location inheritance for a link type:

1 Go to the Template Designer.

2 Open the Link types tab.

3 Select the link type you want to enable location inheritance for.

➩ On the right side of the screen, the Inheritance settings widget appears.

4 Click the toggle to enable location inheritance.

➩ Assets linked as child assets via this link type will now adopt location

assignments from the parent asset.
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An inherited location in the Assignment widget.

Further details on location inheritance
A few rules apply to the use of location inheritance:

■ Child assets only adopt the locations assigned to the parent assets. Any

person assignments will not be adopted.

■ Child assets only adopt assignments that were not adopted by the parent

asset. If asset B adopts a location assignment from asset A, and asset C is the

child asset of asset B, asset C will not adopt that location assignment.

■ When a relationship between a parent and child asset is removed, the

inherited location assignments are also removed from the child asset.

Disabling location inheritance for link types
To disable location inheritance for a link type:

1 Go to the Template Designer.

2 Open the Link types tab.

3 Select the link type you want to disable location inheritance for.

➩ On the right side of the screen, the Inheritance settings widget appears.

4 Click the toggle to disable location inheritance.

5 In the pop-up, informing you about the removal of any assignments inherited

via this link type, click Turn off.

➩ Assets linked as child assets via this link type will no longer adopt location

assignments from the parent asset, and any location assignments inherited

via this link type are removed.

2.5 Removing unnecessary link types  
If you have link types that you no longer use, you can archive them to clean up the

list. It is not possible yet to delete link types.
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1 Open the Template Designer.

2 Select the link type in the left-hand panel.

3 In the top right corner, click Archive link type.

4 Confirm your action by clicking Archive in the pop-up.

➩ The link type has been archived.

After a link type has been archived, the link type will be indicated as archived in

the Relationships widget.

Relationships widget with Archived tag
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2.6 Getting more insight in linked assets with
Relationship grid

 

The Relationships widget shows all direct links between the opened asset and

other assets. In addition, your operators might want to see an overview with

specific information about those linked assets. Add an overview with details of

linked assets of a chosen asset type with the Relationship grid widget.

Prerequisites
The Relationship grid widget shows all assets of one asset type, linked via one

particular link type. Therefore, to set up this widget, you need:

■ An asset template (1), on which you will show the Relationship grid overview.

This asset template already contains:

▪ The Relationships widget.

▪ At least one assigned link type.

■ A second asset template (2), of which assets are linked to assets of the asset

template mentioned above.

For example, use this structure to set up Licence Management in Asset

Management. For more information on this topic, including an example of how to

set this up, see 7 Managing licences in Asset Management [➙ page 36].

Configure the Relationship grid widget
Set up the Relationship grid widget as follows:

1 Open the asset template where you want to show the Relationship grid widget.

2 Click Add widget.

3 Choose Relationship grid.

4 In the widget, click Setup.

5 Fill the three fields:

6 Select the link type.

7 Select the asset template of which you want the assets to appear in the

overview.

8 Select at least one field as column to show information from in the widget.

9 Click Save changes.

➩ The Relationship grid widget is now visible on assets of the first asset

template. When there are relationships that match the fields you set up, the

details of these related assets are shown in the grid.
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See also

2 6.2 Link types: custom relationships with specific functionalities [➙ page 27]

3 Managing disruptions in your Asset Management
process

 

When something goes wrong, you want to know how far the reach of the

disruption is. You want to find the root cause of the disruption so you can solve it

as quickly as possible. In TOPdesk, the first step towards a root cause analysis is

with the operational/impacted status for assets.

 Please note that the automatic status updates only work with link types.

With a regular parent-child relationship, the status is not changed. Status

impacts are also only shown in the graphical overview when a link type is

used.

Update the status of assets automatically
Open the asset card and set the status toggle in the General widget to

Determine status automatically.

This option ensures that if an asset is updated, all other assets that are provided a

link type by that asset also have their status updated. For example, if your virtual

machine goes offline, all your application assets will have their status updated

from operational to impacted. Determining the status of assets automatically

saves you time as you don’t need to go through assets linked to each other and

update them manually.

Indicate that an asset is impacted
Use the API support for Asset Management to automatically update the status of

an asset to impacted.

If you don’t use API, open an asset and select Determine status manually in the

General block. Click on the toggle next to the status option to indicate that the

asset is impacted.

To show that related assets are impacted, a red icon overlays the asset type’s icon

of linked impacted asset in the Relationships widget.

See a graphic representation of your assets

Open an asset and click on the graphical overview button to see the

relationships between assets. Here you’ll see whether an asset is operational or

impacted, and the link types that are provided by different assets. Using the

graphical overview is further discussed in 6.3.1 Graphical overview [➙ page 34].
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Record the status changes of your assets
Enable the History widget on the asset’s template so that you see exactly when

someone toggled the asset from operational to impacted. You’ll be able to view

how long the asset has been out of order.

Records related to the status of assets is shown under Past events.

Impacted assets on the Self-Service Portal
A label saying ‘This asset is impacted’ is shown in the Details column of the My

Objects overview when an asset is impacted.

3.1 Graphical overview  
The graphical overview shows all relationships between the opened asset and the

cards linked via the Relationships and Assignments widget. The benefit lies in

getting insight in the cards that are linked to related assets.

Opening the graphical overview
1 Open an asset card via Asset Management > Asset overview.

2 In the upper right-hand corner, click graphical overview .

➩ All direct links to the opened asset are shown.

Showing more details
To see a preview of any asset represented in the graphical overview, click on its

icon to show a preview bar on the right-hand side. The preview is not available for

other card types.

You can open any linked card in a new tab by clicking the arrow, shown on the top

right of every linked card’s icon.

For all linked assets, clicking the plus icon makes all their linked cards show up in

the graphical overview.

Impact analysis
The graphical overview enables you to perform an impact analysis during

disruptions. For more information on how to set this up, see 6.3 Managing

disruptions in your Asset Management process [➙ page 33].

Relationships with other assets are indicated by an arrow, pointing from the

parent or providing asset to the child or dependent asset.

If a link type is used, the name of the link type is shown next to the arrow between

the two assets.
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Impacted assets get an additional red circle around its icon. If the impacted status

is also caused by an automatic status change, the arrow between the two assets is

red as well.

 Note that the automatic impact only works for link types. When two assets

are linked as regular parent and child assets, there will be no automatic

status changes.
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VII Managing licences in Asset
Management

Knowing which software tools are used by whom is essential for several reasons.

Not only is it easy to lose track of what licences are currently being used,

especially when many different tools are in use and your users have licences for

various software programs, licences can be quite expensive as well. A sufficient

overview of the software licences your organization is therefore helpful to prevent

unnecessary costs. Besides, knowing which roles in your organization use certain

tools helps when onboarding new employees. And let’s not forget about the legal

implications of using a tool without being licensed.

Setting up Licence Management
In the steps below, we use two asset templates, a link type, and the

Relationship grid widget to set up Licence Management. This will lead to a basic

setup with which managing licences is possible. For more information about using

these functionalities, see the relevant chapters.

If you have already created the asset templates or the link type, you can skip the

steps for creating these templates. You can reuse your already existing templates.
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The Relationship grid widget for Licence Management.

 

To set up Licence Management:

1 Go to the Template Designer.

2 Create a new template for licence cards. For instance, add fields to fill the

number of licences you have purchased and still have left, a licence code, a

purchase date, and an expiration date.

3 Add the Relationship widget.

4 Click Assign link type to choose or create a new link type for licensing.

5 Create a new template for software cards. Add the Relationship widget, and

assign the same link type to make sure you can create links between software

and licence cards from both cards.

6 On the software template, add the Relationship grid widget.

 By adding the Relationship grid widget, you not only see which licences are

linked to your software card, but also get to see various details about

those licence cards.

7 Click Setup and fill the three mandatory fields:

8 At Select link type, pick the link type you create or chose in step 4.

9 At Select asset template, choose the template for licence cards.

10 At Select columns, pick the fields you want to show in the Relationship grid

widget.

11 Click Save changes.

➩ You have set up Licence Management in Asset Management.

After the Relationship grid widget has been set up, it is time to register your

software and licence cards. When the licence cards have been created and filled

with relevant data, the Relationship grid widget on the software cards will display

details about the licences.
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See also

2 6.2 Link types: custom relationships with specific functionalities [➙ page 27]
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VIII Managing your inventory
with Stock Management

Whether you deliver products to customers or only register the assets used in

your organization, stock management is an important tool for controlling your

inventory. By using the Stock Management functionalities of Asset Management,

you gain insight in which assets are stored in your inventory.

Stock overview button on Asset Management module page

 

1 Stock Management permissions  
To be able to make use of the Stock overview, users need the Stock permissions.

Find these in the New Asset Management block in a permission group.
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2 Setting up Stock Management  
To set up Stock Management:

1 On the Asset Management module page, click on the Stock overview button.

➩ A tab similar to the Asset overview will open, only showing the Stock type.
This template is added by default.

2 Click New > Stock.

3 Fill a Stock ID for your stock and press Save.

➩ The Stock card will now appear in the Stock overview.

 A stock can refer to a whole storage room or a section of such a storage

room. Especially in the latter case, improve your registration by linking a

location via the Assignment widget.

4 To further customize the possibilities on a Stock card, click Open design mode

in the top-right corner to open the template. This allows you to add additional

fieldsets to the template.

5 In the Assets widget, click Link assets.

➩ A Link assets menu opens.

6 Select which assets are stored in this stock and click Link selection.

➩ You have set up a stock in Asset Management. For every stock you maintain in

your organization, you can repeat this process.

3 Linking an asset to a stock  
Besides using the Stock card to select and link all assets it stores, you can also

create this link via the asset card. To do so, the asset template of an asset card

needs to contain the Stock widget.

To link an asset to a stock via the Stock widget:

1 Open the asset card that you want to link to a stock.

2 In the top-right corner, click Open design mode.

3 Click Add widget.

4 Under Create new widget, choose Stock.

5 In the top-right corner, click Close design mode.

6 On the asset card, go to the Stock widget and click Link stock.

7 Select the stock card to which you want to link the asset.
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8 Click Link stock.

➩ The asset is linked to the Stock card.

 An asset can only be linked to a different Stock card after first unlinking it

from its current stock.
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IX Using assets in TOPdesk

1 Involving assets in Calls and Changes  
The coffee machine broke down and your colleague created a Call about it. Or a

Change was requested to update your server’s software to the latest version. In

such cases, it is useful to involve these assets by entering them on the General tab

of the Call or Change card.

To involve an asset in a Call or Change:

1 Open the Call or Change card in which you want to involve the asset.

2 In the Object/location block, click the context menu button next to Object ID.

Alternatively, if you know the asset’s Asset ID, you can use the drop-down field

to directly fill the ID.

3 Select Find asset…

4 Search for the asset by typing the Asset ID or information that is stored in the

summary.

5 Select the asset.

6 Click Select asset.

➩ You have involved the asset in the Call or Change.

 When you are searching for assets, you’ll see the status of asset. Use this

information, for example, to find the asset that is impacted and involve it

in the Call.
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2 Linking assets to cards  
By linking assets to other cards, other operators will be aware that this asset is

relevant. For example, link printer assets to a knowledge item about how to load

paper in your organization’s printers.

To link assets to a card:

1 Open the card you want to link an asset to.

2 Go to Links > Assets.

3 Click Involve/Link/Assign asset. (The button name differs based on the card

type.)

4 Select the asset you want to link.

5 Click Involve/Link/Assign asset.

➩ The asset has been linked to the card.

6 Repeat steps 3 through 5 for multiple assets.

3 Assigning assets  
Let your users know where an asset is found or who is responsible for a certain

asset by assigning it to a location or person.

Assignment widget

 

In 9.2 Linking assets to cards [➙ page 43], learn how to assign an asset while

being on the Branch, Location, Person, or Person group card.

 Branch, Location, and Person are all adjustable names in TOPdesk. Do

mind that some buttons and cards might have a different name in your

environment.

To assign an asset while being on the Asset card:

1 Open an Asset card via the to the Asset overview.

2 In the Assignment widget, click Assign location or Assign person.
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If you click Assign location:

a) Select a branch.

b) If the asset must be assigned to a specific location in the chosen branch,

also select a location.

If you click Assign person:

a) Select a person or person group.

3 Click Assign.

➩ The asset is assigned to the chosen location or person.

 The Assignment widget displays the amount of locations and person linked

to the asset. All persons in a person group will be counted individually.

Also, if a location and its branch are both linked to the asset, they are both

counted individually.

See also

2 6.2.4 Keep assets together with location inheritance [➙ page 29]

3.1 Inherited assignments  
When an asset has a parent asset linked via a link type, the Assignments widget

might show inherited assignments. For more information about inheriting

assignments, see 6.2.4 Keep assets together with location inheritance [➙ page

29].

Assignment widget with inherited location

 

3.2 Remove assignments  
To remove an assignment:
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1 Select the location or person you want to remove the assignment from.

2 Click Unassign.

3 Confirm by clicking Unassign.

➩ The assignment has been removed.

 

4 Assets and Reservations Management  
In TOPdesk Reservations Management, users and operators can reserve assets.

As different rules and restrictions apply to different assets, the Reservations

widget gives you a few options to correctly register these in TOPdesk.

General

The general display of the Reservations widget

 

On the general display of the Reservations widget, you get four toggles to

determine basic reservation settings. From top to bottom, left to right:

■ Reservable for operators: to determine if operators can create a reservation

via the Reservations Planner in the Operator section.

■ Issuable for operators: in addition to Reservable, to determine if the

reserved asset must be issued to the requester. Relevant for assets where a

key or the asset itself must be picked up at a certain location. Will also apply to

reservations made via the Self-Service Portal, if enabled.

■ Visible for Self-Service Portal users: to determine if users will see the asset

appear in the Reservations Planner on the Self-Service Portal, but will not be

able to reserve it themselves.

■ Reservable for Self-Service Portal users: in addition to Visible, and only

possible when already reservable for operators, to determine if users can

reserve the asset via the Reservations Planner in the Self-Service Portal.

Changes to the general section of the Reservations Widget are saved

automatically.
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Restrictions

Restrictions tab of the Reservations widget

 

After deciding on the more basic settings for reservations in the general section of

the Reservations widget, the Restrictions tab hands you more precise tools to

determine when someone is allowed to reserve the asset. From top to bottom:

■ Block time between separate reservations: set a number of minutes that is

blocked between reservations of this asset to make sure the asset is prepared

for the next reservation.

■ Restrict reservations to service window: if the availability of an asset differs

from the normal service window, choose a different service window.

■ Service window applied to: determine whether the chosen service window

applies to Self-Service Portal users, all users, or is never applied.

■ Restrict which person group can reserve: when the asset should only be

available to a specific subset of your users in the Self-Service Portal.

■ Require approval for reservation requests: add an extra check in the

reservation process by requiring approval for reservations via the Self-Service

Portal.

■ Available for location reservations: allows the asset to be selected in step 2

of a location reservation in the Self-Service Portal.

Click Apply reservations to save any changes.
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Costs

Costs tab of the Reservations widget

 

Not all reservations are free. On the Costs tab, you set the costs involved for

reserving an asset. From top to bottom:

■ Normal rate: the regular rate for reserving the asset.

■ High rate: an optional higher rate for reserving the asset, applicable to

reservations where the High rate checkbox is ticked.

■ Deposit for each reservation: shown as total deposit on a reservation, next

to the total costs. Added to the reservation once, independent from how long

the asset is reserved.

■ Accounting unit: how often the normal or high rate will be applied to the

reservation. Available options: None (only deposit is applied), Per day (rate is

applied for each day on which asset is reserved, Per hour (rate applied for

each 60 minutes the asset is reserved), and Predefined amount (rate is

applied once per reservation).

Click Set rates to save any changes.

Notes

Notes tab of the Reservations widget

 

Add notes to give the requester extra information about the reserved asset. From

top to bottom:
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■ Brief description for Reservations Planner: display a short description of

the asset when the user or operator clicks on the asset’s name in the

Reservations Planner.

■ Terms of reservation (for printing): an optional memo field for adding terms

of reservation to generated documents about the reservation.

Click Save notes to save any changes.
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X Searching assets

You need to fill or check a certain asset for various processes. However, when all

of your organization’s assets have been registered, finding the correct one can be

difficult.

Searching for assets is possible in various locations:

■ The search bar in the Find assets panel of the Asset overview.

■ The search bar in the Quick Launch bar.

■ Find Assets in the Object block of calls and changes.

■ My Objects overview on the Self-Service Portal.

■ Self-Service Portal forms with Object field.

! Please note that searching for assets requires exact matches. The search

functionality will not use fuzzy search.

Also, the Find Assets menu of the Object block does not apply the filter

chosen under Functional Settings > General > Filter Objects.

Searchable fields
In the Self-Service Portal, TOPdesk uses your search terms to search for:

■ Asset ID

■ Asset type

In the Operator Section, the following fields are used to find matching assets for

your search terms:

■ Asset ID

■ Specification
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■ Text fields

■ Asset summary

Searching for values in drop-down fields is not possible. However, when

you add a drop-down field to an asset type’s summary, the value of that

drop-down field will also be searchable. For more information on the

summary, see 3.6 Customizing the summary [➙ page 14].

When search results must be specified further with values from other fields, use

the Filter section in the Find assets panel of the Asset overview. More

information about filtering the Asset overview is found in 11.1 Filtering the Asset

overview [➙ page 51].
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XI Reports and selections

A crucial part of managing your organization’s assets is creating and maintaining

overviews and reports about your assets. To run an efficient business, it is crucial

to know what the asset-related costs have been, and which costs and expenses

can be expected in the coming period.

TOPdesk’s Asset Management contains various features to help you looking back

at the past and getting prepared for the future.

1 Filtering the Asset overview  
Filter the assets via the Find assets filter panel to select which assets you want to

see in the Asset overview.

1 Open the Asset overview via Modules > New Asset Management > Asset

overview.

2 To the left of the overview, open the Find Assets panel if it is not open yet.

3 Below Filter, click on the plus button to add a filter.

4 Select what you want to filter on.

5 Click on the context menu  to choose the filtering type.

6 If you chose Specific value in the previous step, type or select the desired

value in the field.

7 Under Types, tick the asset types you want to see in the overview.

➩ The overview is filtered as soon as you select a value to filter on.

8 Optionally, below Archive, set whether you want to see active or archived

cards.
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9 Click on Columns in the top-right corner and select what information you want

to display in the overview.

10 Click on Save overview  to save the results and consult them later.

Available fields for filtering
The following field types are available for filtering your Asset overview:

■ General (Asset ID, Creation date, Modification date, Status)

■ Assignment (Person / Person group, Branch / Location)

■ Reservations (Reservable for operators, Reservable for SSP users, Issuable for

operators, Visible for SSP users)

■ Fields (Fields for a Fieldset widget)

 With the context menu shown at each field in the filter, you can determine

how you want to filter your results. By default, Specific value is chosen.

Additionally, you can choose Empty and Not empty for regular fields, and

Assigned and Not assigned for Assignment fields.

Want to send your filtered results to a colleague? Click Share link at the

top of a filtered overview. Send this link to anyone who has access to Asset

Management. With the URL, you’re also able to quickly access the results

by adding it as a shortcut to your quick launch bar.

Columns
With the Columns button in the top-right corner, determine which columns are

displayed in the overview. By default, the Asset overview shows basic information

about the assets that meet the filter criteria. These columns are grouped under

General. The Fields section contains all custom fields you have created for any of

your asset types.

To only show the default fields again, click Reset to default.

Change the order of your overview by clicking on the column name. Initially, the

overview is sorted alphabetically on Asset ID. An arrow, indicating in which

direction the overview is ordered, is then shown in the column name. Ordering

the overview is possible for Asset ID, Summary, Modification date, and Creation

date.
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1.1 Publishing your filtered results for all operators  
To help your operators follow the same process with managing assets, filter your

overview and publish it for all operators. In doing so, when your operators are

working with assets, they can now quickly access the relevant assets and you’re

also making sure everyone is seeing the same information.

How do I create a standardized overview?
1 Open the asset overview.

2 Apply filters until you only see the necessary assets.

3 Via Columns in the top-right, adjust what asset information you see in the

overview.

4 Click Save overview.

5 Provide a name for the overview and indicate that it is Visible for: Everyone.

6 Save the overview.

➩ All Asset Management operators will have this overview available in the asset

overview.

2 Exporting assets  
Asset export is a useful for quickly creating an overview of (a subset of) your

assets and using this outside of TOPdesk.

To create an asset export:

1 Go to Modules > New Asset Management.

2 Open the Asset overview.

3 In the top right, go to More > Export.

➩ The Export assets menu opens.

4 Choose whether you want to export All, or only your current Selection.

5 Determine whether you want All fields of the asset cards, or the overview’s

Visible fields only to be exported.

6 Set whether you prefer the Labels (as shown in the interface) or the Field IDs

(as used in the database) of the field names are used as column names.

7 Click Start export.

➩ After the progress bar turns green, the export in XLSX format is downloaded

via your browser.
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 Relationships between assets are only part of the export file when all fields

are exported. However, links with stock cards are never displayed in the

export file.

3 Using assets in selections for other modules  
Assets are often linked to the various cards in TOPdesk to support a process, or to

register the ownership or location of the assets. To gain an overview of which

assets are linked to other cards, and vice versa, you cannot use the Filter Assets

panel. Instead, use the selection tool you know from other modules.

The following relevant fields about assets are available in the regular selection

tool, shown in the list of fields for Objects:

■ Object ID (under General data, similar to the Asset ID).

■ Asset status (under Other fields).

■ Asset summary (under Other fields).

■ Asset type (under Other fields).

To create a selection that makes use of specific fields of the Asset card,

make sure to add those fields to the Asset summary.

Selections for links between assets and other modules
As you can link assets to other cards, you also want to create overviews about this

relationship. For example, create a selection of all persons linked to an asset of

the Laptop type. The result helps you with finding out who still needs a laptop, or

why you have less laptops in stock than expected. To create a new selection for

the card type you want to list in your overview:

1 Go to the TOPdesk Menu > New > Selections.

2 Choose the correct module and card type. For example, to show all persons

linked to at least one asset of an asset type, pick Supporting Files as module

and Persons as card type.

3 Click where….

4 Under Select on fields, click on Links.

5 Under that belong to, in this case choose Object-Person Links.

6 Again, click where….

7 Under Select on fields, click on Links.

8 Choose Object.

9 Choose where....
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10 Under Other fields, in this case choose Asset type to further specify which

assets are used in the selection.

11 Choose the asset type from the drop-down list.

12 Click Apply.

➩ The results will only contain persons linked to the specific Asset type.

For more information about selections, see Filtering cards in the Working with

TOPdesk manual.

4 Obtain insights into assets with Asset Type
Report

 

Need to know which assets became part of the organization during the last

quarter? Or do you need an overview of the total costs of new assets? Use the

Asset Type Report to set up reports about asset card date fields, or to gain

insights into a specific number field on your asset cards.

Permissions
To be able to create a report, the following permissions are required:

■ Reports & Selections: Reports on assets.

■ New Asset Management: Read permission on at least one asset type.

! The Asset Type Report will include any relevant asset type, also if its Read

permission is not assigned to the operator. Any filtering through filters and

permissions is applied when opening an overview via the Asset Type

Report.

Open the Asset Type Report
You find the Asset Type Report via:

■ Modules > New Asset Management > Asset Type Report.

■ Alternatively, go to TOPdesk Menu > New > Report > Asset Type Report.

Use the Asset Type Report
Creating the right filtering for your report happens in the Set up report section,

on the left-hand side of the Asset Type Report. This section is divided into four

parts:

■ Saved filters: access, edit, and save filter templates. Use saved filters to avoid

manual setup of reports in the future. Use the context menu to save, rename,

or delete a filter.
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■ Select a period: choose on which date field you want to report, and which

year you want to take into account. The report shows the results per month

and for the whole period. By default, the creation date is filled in the date field

picker.

■ Select report type: pick Count to see the total number of assets per month.

Alternatively, use Sum to retrieve the sum of a specific number field.

■ Select assignment: to further narrow down your results, fill Person / Person

group and/or Branch / Location.

Next, press Run report to generate a table which contains all the results. Click

any number in the table to open a filtered asset overview.

 The filtered asset overview may show a different number of assets than

the report, due to database and permission filtering being applied

afterwards.

Saved filters
Many reports must be used regularly, to keep track of what’s happening with your

assets. To quickly access these reports, you can save the filtering as follows:

1 Open the context menu under Saved filters in the Set up report section.

2 Choose Save filter.

3 Fill in a name for the report.

➩ If you fill in the name of an already existing filter, TOPdesk asks you if you
want to replace the already existing filter.

4 Click Save.

➩ The filter has been saved. Click Close to return to your report.

To create a report based on a filter, pick the right filter from the Saved filters

drop-down list and click Run report.

 Manage your filters by using the Rename filter and Delete filter options

in the Saved filters context menu.

5 Create OData reports for Asset Management  
If the TOPdesk reporting functionality does not meet your requirements, you can

also generate reports by using the TOPdesk OData feed (also known as the

Reporting Layer API). Connect with the OData feed with a Business Intelligence (BI)

tool such as the free version of Microsoft Power BI, or Microsoft Excel.
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General information for using the OData feed, like setting up an operator card

and connecting your BI tool to TOPdesk, is found in the Reporting chapter of our

Working with TOPdesk manual.

Relevant endpoints
Tables with data about assets are provided via various endpoints, found via the

navigator of your BI tool. The names of all endpoints directly related to Asset

Management contain Asset. Of the list below, the first two endpoints exist for

each asset type. Fill in the name of an asset type in [type] to find the correct

endpoint.

The endpoints found in the OData feed can be categorized as follows:

■ Asset[type]List: contains ID and name of asset, IDs of drop-down list values,

date fields, checkboxes, number fields, and metadata about the asset card.

■ Asset[type]DetailList: contains ID of asset, and values in i.e. text fields.

 Text fields are only found through the Odata feed when they are single-

line text fields with a character limit of 200 characters or less.

■ Asset[field]Dropdown: contains ID and name of the options of the drop-

down list.

■ [cardtype]AssetLinks: contains the ID of the link, of the card type, and of the

asset that are involved in the link.

 For all latest changes to your asset template, you might need to refresh

the data retrieved in your BI tool.
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XII Assets in the Self-Service
Portal

1 Viewing assets in the Self-Service Portal  
The Self-Service Portal (SSP) of TOPdesk enables users to take as many steps as

possible to get their questions answered and requests fulfilled. If one has a

question about their laptop, the operator picking up that question is helped by

getting the right information. To help users choosing the right asset for a call, they

can consult the My objects page. This page shows all assets related to the user,

including useful information to identify the right asset.

Give users access to the My objects page via Module Settings > Self-Service

Portal > General > Personal Profile > Show My objects tab.

On a person card, you can further determine whether a user must be able to also

see the assets linked to its branch and even its subsidiary branches.

To see a list with relevant assets on the Self-Service Portal:

1 Log in to the Self-Service Portal.

2 Click on your profile picture in the top right of the SSP.

3 Go to Personal Profile.

4 In your personal profile, click on My Objects.

5 Click on an asset to see more information.
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XIII Asset actions

In TOPdesk, you can set up specific moments to trigger an action. For Asset

Management, these actions are set up via Asset actions in the Asset

Management module. For other modules, you can use the Action Management

module.

Actions are used to notify operators (via email), update or create TOPdesk cards,

generate documents, or communicate with external tools.

For a more extensive manual about the possibilities with actions, we advise to

have a look at Setting up events and actions in the Action Management manual.

Many of the topics in the Action Management manual are also discussed in this

manual, but less extensively. Also, a few details are different for Asset actions. For

the larger part, the possibilities are the same.

 Please note that only actions triggered on Asset cards are part of this

section. Actions triggered from other cards, for example emails about calls

with a specific linked asset, are part of the separate Action Management

manual.

Permissions
Besides permissions on Asset Management, an operator needs permissions for

Action Sequence, in the block Events and actions to manage Asset actions.
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1 Action overview  
For Asset actions, both trigger (comparable with an event in Action Management)

and action are stored on the same card. You can find an overview of available

actions, plus the option to create new actions, in the Action overview.

To open the Action overview:

1 Go to Modules > New Asset Management.

2 Click on Asset actions.

➩ The Action overview opens in a new tab.

On the Action overview, you can create new actions for your environment. Any

existing action can also be deleted.

To edit existing actions, double-click on the action in the overview to open the

card.

2 Setting up Asset actions  
You can set up actions to let TOPdesk perform a certain task. When only an action

is set up, you can ask TOPdesk manually to perform the task. When additionally

also an automated trigger is specified, TOPdesk will perform the task on certain

moments.

To create a new action:

1 In the Action overview, click Create.

➩ A new tab for a new action opens.

2 First, choose a name for the action. Click the pen icon next to New action to

change the name.

3 Press Save in the bottom right.

2.1 Set up the trigger  
To set up the trigger:

1 By default, the trigger type Manually, by clicking a button is selected. Open

the drop-down list to select one of the automated triggers.

2 Optionally, choose for which asset types the trigger should apply by clicking

Select card types.

3 Click Add another trigger if the action must be performed on multiple

moments.
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In case you have chosen the manual trigger type, a Trigger action button appears

in the top right corner of relevant asset cards. Click this button to see the list of

available asset actions.

Trigger types
The following trigger types are available:

■ Manually, by clicking a button.

■ When a new card is created.

■ When a specific field on a card is changed.

Choose one of the Assignment fields to trigger an action when an

assignment is added or removed.

■ When anything on a card is changed.

■ X amount of time before/after a certain date.

■ When a card is (un)archived.

■ When a card is deleted.

2.2 Set up the action  
To set up the action:

1 Click Configure the action to continue to the action setup.

2 Choose which type of action you want to trigger: Email, Generate Document,

or Action sequence. Alternatively, use Import an action to import a pre-made

actions in JSON format.

You can combine the different action types. For example, incorporate an

email as one of the steps in an action sequence.

2.2.1 Create an Email action  
When you have chosen Email, you can set up an email notification to be sent after

a trigger.

To set up the email action:

1 Behind From and To, fill the sender and recipient(s) of the email action. If these

are a variable, click Insert value (or press Alt+V) to use insertion fields.

When you use insertion fields for the sender and recipient(s), a selection of

email address fields is shown. If none of the options is suitable, click Show

all fields to see more options.
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To only send an email to a removed or added assignment in Asset

Management, use trigger type When a specific field on a card has been

changed with one of the Assignment fields. In the To field, add the email

address of the assignment. You can specify to only add the added or

removed assignment’s mail address as recipient.

2 Set up the content of the email in the Message block.

3 By default, HTML is enabled. Press Source to toggle between further editing in

the rich text editor, or in the HTML code itself.

4 Click Add attachment to add a default attachment to the email.

5 Below Send options, tick Suppress automatic replies if you want to suppress

automatic replies that could be triggered by your email. Suppressing such

automatic replies is especially useful when the email address receiving the

automatic reply is also used for the mail import.

6 Click Save to save the email action.

7 Optionally, click Incorporate in an action sequence to make the email action

one of the steps of an action sequence.

8 When you’re done, click Finish your automated action.

9 Switch the Activate automated action toggle to activate the action.

10 Save the card.

➩ You have set up an automated email action.

2.2.1.1 Using links and anchors in asset email actions
You may want to include links in your email action. Four types of links are

available:

■ URL

■ Anchor link

■ E-mail

■ Phone

To add a link:

1 Click in the Message block to determine where the link must appear.

2 Click Link  (Ctrl+K) to open the link menu.

3 Under Display Text, enter the text you want the link to show, e.g. ‘Click here’.

4 Under Link Type, choose one of the following options:
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URL
Use URL ideal for inserting a regular hyperlink.

1 Choose the right protocol. Http:// and https:// are the most common options.

2 Enter the URL. You should leave out the protocol in the URL field. TOPdesk will

automatically adjust it if the protocol is filled.

Link to anchor in the text
Use an anchor to insert a link that lets the reader jump to another point (the

‘anchor’) in the message. Before you can add an anchor link in the Link menu,

take the following steps:

1 Click Source to open the HTML editor.

2 Add an anchor to the message. The code for an anchor is <a name=“anchor
name“>shown text</a>.

3 Click Source again. The anchor point is shown as a flag with the shown text.

4 In the message, place the cursor where you want to create the link to the

anchor point.

5 Click Link (Ctrl+K) to open the link menu.

6 Fill Display text with what you want the link to show, e.g. ‘Click here for

detailed information’.

7 Under Link Type, select Link to anchor in the text.

8 Select the anchor you want to refer to.

9 Click OK and save the card.

E-mail
Use E-mail to insert a link that opens an email to send. Use this if the any

following emails must be send to a different address than the sender address.

At least fill the E-mail Addressfield. The other fields are optional.

Phone
Use Phone to insert a clickable phone number.

2.2.2 Create an Action sequence  
When you have chosen Action sequence, you can set up multiple steps that

perform specific tasks in a certain order. For example, you might need to request

information from a person card and subsequently use that information in a next

step.
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In an Action sequence, besides adding regular HTTP steps, you can also

incorporate a step to send an email or generate a document.

This chapter contains a brief explanation of how to set up an Action sequence. It

contains information from several subchapters of the Action Management

manual.

For more extensive documentation about Action sequences, see the Setting up an

action sequence and Creating internal and external actions via API Action

Sequences in the Action Management manual.

To set up the Action sequence:

1 Click Add an HTTP step to add the first step.

2 Configure the first step of the sequence. Each HTTP step in a sequence consists

of:

■ Name: Used to refer to in later steps. The name may only contain letters,

numbers, and underscores. Spaces are not allowed, and it cannot start with a

number.

■ HTTP Method: GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, or DELETE.

■ URL: The URL of the endpoint.

■ Headers: Extra headers can be added with the + button.

■ Body: Enter the body of the request when HTTP method is DELETE, POST, PUT,

or PATCH.

■ Logging options: determine whether the response body (all methods) and/or

request body (DELETE, POST, PUT, PATCH) is logged.

■ Execute this step: Indicate whether the step should always be executed, only

if all previous steps succeeded, or only under a certain condition. For the

latter, set up a condition in FreeMarker. The step is then only executed if the

FreeMarker output is ‘true’, and skipped if the output is ‘false’ or ‘empty’.

1 Depending on the requirements of your Action sequence, decide whether

another step is needed. If so, click Add an HTTP step, Add an email step, or

Add a document generating step.

 If you have added another step, buttons with arrows pointing up and

down appear in each step. Use these to change the order of the steps in

the sequence.

2 Click Finish your automated action when you are done with adding steps.

3 Save the card.

➩ You have created an action sequence.
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To easily test an action sequence, set the trigger to ‘Manually, by clicking a

button’ or import the action into a temporary action sequence that you

trigger via a context menu. This way, you do not have to make any other

changes to the card.

 Make sure the last character in a field is not a space. The sequence will not

work when the content of a field ends with a space.

See also

2 13.2.2.2.1.1 The URL and headers [➙ page 66]

2 13.2.2.2.1.3 The body [➙ page 68]

2.2.2.1 Creating the building blocks of your sequence
For TOPdesk to successfully execute the steps you want it to, it needs information

about where the steps must be performed, what the action sequence must

accomplish, and when TOPdesk must execute these steps. The individual parts

needed to create a working action sequence are discussed in this section.

Create an action sequence card
To get an impression of the different parts of an action sequence in TOPdesk,

create a new action sequence card.

For most modules:

a) Go to Modules > Action Management.

b) Click New: Action sequence.

c) Select the module and card type you want the action to be triggered

from, and click Create new action sequence.

For the new Asset Management:

a) Go to Modules > New Asset Management > Asset actions.

➩ The overview of existing actions for Asset Management appears.

b) Click Create to create a new event and action.

c) On top, behind ‘New action’, click the pen icon to set the name of the

action.

d) Determine when the action should trigger. You can change this later.

e) Click Configure the action.

f) Choose Action sequence to set up a new action sequence.
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On the action sequence card, configure the building blocks to set up your

automation. For action sequences in the new Asset Management, see the Asset

Management manual for more information on the steps specific to that module.

In the following sections, find out more about the several building blocks of an

action sequence with which you will build your own automated actions. If you

want to use template action sequences instead of building an action from scratch,

see Exporting and Importing for more information about importing pre-made

action sequences.

2.2.2.1.1 The URL and headers

The URL field
This field contains the URL of the endpoint you want to access. You can find the

endpoints of the target program in its API documentation. The endpoints for

TOPdesk are listed on our API documentation page.

A URL for a TOPdesk endpoint usually looks like

https://hostname-of-target-TOPdesk/tas/api/endpoint/endpoint-
specification

For example, the URL to call up a list of the currently logged in persons is

https://hostname/tas/api/persons/current

FreeMarker syntax is also applicable to the URL field, so if you want to use special

characters or spaces in the URL (for example when you want to insert a call

number), FreeMarker syntax can convert these to a URL compatible format.

For example, insert the number of the call that triggered the action sequence to

update that call as follows:

https://hostname/tas/api/incidents/number/${naam?url}

If you want to use a variable in the URL (or the URL as a whole as variable), insert

the variable with the Insert Value  button. After the value, add the FreeMarker

option ?no_esc. The resulting inserted variable should look as follows: $
{_variables.name?no_esc} , where ‘name’ is the name of the variable.

 You must enter the entire URL in the URL field, so including ‘https://’. This

in contrast to regular HTTP requests in TOPdesk, where the URL in the

Path field starts with ‘/tas/’.

Apart from API endpoints, you can also still make use of other

functionalities like the RTF Creator. See Specific applications of events and

actions for examples, or knowledge item KI 11601 on My TOPdesk for an

action sequence template for the RTF Creator.
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Headers
Which headers are needed depends on the API of the target program. For

TOPdesk you always need an Authorization header. For API calls that create or

edit data, you will also need the Content-Type application/json header:

Content-Type application/json

Authorization Basic b3BlcmF0b3Jfb3duOnBhc3N3b3JkaGVyZQ==

Replace the hash following ‘Basic‘ with the hash you created, or with the

FreeMarker encoded login data. See Logging in for more information.

Like the URL field, headers support FreeMarker syntax and variables.

2.2.2.1.2 Easily update values with variables
Variables let you define a value (an address, for example) once, and use it multiple

times throughout the action sequence. Set variables if certain values will change

regularly, or if you are going to reuse the sequence in another TOPdesk that uses

different values for certain fields.

Imagine the URL to which you send the requests in your action sequence has just

changed. You only want to change that URL once, and not for every occurrence in

the action sequence. With variables you don’t have to search through the entire

body of all the steps to update that value. Simply enter the variable in the body as

a placeholder, and whenever the actual value changes, you only have to update

the value in the variable settings.

Say you need to list a domain name several times in the steps. Create a variable

for the domain name, and use this variable in the sequence steps. Each time the

domain name changes, you only have to update it once in the variable settings.

For every occurrence of the variable in this action sequence, the new domain

name will now be entered.

When you export a sequence for use in a different TOPdesk (e.g. a test

environment), you can choose not to export the values of the variables. After

exporting, you enter the values of the other TOPdesk in the variables.

 Generally, do not export variable values if the action sequences will be

used in a different environment. Otherwise, you risk unexpected changes

in your environment or misuse of information by others.

Using variables
Variables are available for the URL, headers, and body. You can apply FreeMarker

syntax, and the value can be empty. You cannot insert a variable inside a variable.

Variables can be reused in all steps of a sequence, but not in different sequences.
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To add a variable to your action sequence:

1 In the Variables block, click .

➩ Two fields, Name and Value, plus the possibility to insert fields, appear.

2 In the Name field, enter the text with which you will refer to the variable. This

part will function as a placeholder.

3 In the Value field, fill the current value that TOPdesk should use wherever you

have filled the variable’s name.

4 In the body of a step, click Insert value (Alt+V) .

5 In the pop-up menu, open the Variables tab.

6 Select the correct variable. Also notice the structure of the variable in the

Preview.

7 Click Insert.

➩ The variable is added to the action sequence step.

! If you put a URL in a variable, always add ?no_esc (making $

{_variables.variableName?no_esc}) to make sure the URL is used

correctly.

If the value of the variable differs per card via which the action sequence is

triggered, use Insert value (Alt+V) to let TOPdesk fill a value of that card

in the variable.

 

2.2.2.1.3 The body
In the Body field you enter the API request: the actual message for the receiving

program. The format depends on the target program; when the program on the

receiving end of the request is a TOPdesk, use JSON. You can add data from fields

in the source program, as well as data from a response to previous steps.

The Body field of an action sequence step is only available when the HTTP

Methods PUT, POST, PATCH, or DELETE are chosen. As you do not send along any

data for a GET request (but only request data from a different source), there is no

need for a Body field. Any additions, like parameters to refine the GET request,

are added to the URL.

For more instructions on how to fill the Body field of an action sequence step:

■ Our API documentation includes an example of the body per endpoint.

■ Creating a sequence includes an example of an action sequence in which the

Body field is used.
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Check for mandatory fields
The target program might consider some fields mandatory in order to execute the

API request. You can check this in the API documentation of the target program.

For example, for creating a call in another TOPdesk, you’ll notice in the TOPdesk

API documentation for creating a call that the Caller field is not marked as

‘optional’. This means the Caller field needs to be added to the API request in

order to create a call.

Add more content
Next to content from fields you can also add additional text in the body. For now

only text in JSON format is supported.

Escape inserted values
When you check the Escape values inserted into body checkbox, line breaks in

inserted values are taken care of automatically. Other problematic characters are

escaped as well. You see this checkbox when you have a POST, PUT, PATCH, or

DELETE request with content type 'application/json'.

We strongly recommend keeping this checkbox enabled when communicating

with a JSON based API. Only disable this option if you want to insert existing JSON

text from a different source.

2.2.2.1.4 Using responses in later steps
The receiving program can return a response. You can use data from a response

in a next step of the action sequence.

To use the response to a previous step in a later step:

1 Place the cursor at the desired position.

2 Click the Insert Value  button or press ALT+V.

3 On the Response data tab, select the step that gave the response you want to

use.

4 Indicate the response value type. You can insert status codes, the body of the

response as text, or the body of the response as JSON or XML.

5 If you insert the response body as JSON or XML, specify which value from the

response body you want to use. Start the value with . or [ .

For example, if you want to insert the call number that was given in a response

from another TOPdesk, enter .number as the JSON value.

The resulting parameter would be ${_responses.stepname.body.number} ,

where stepname is the name of the step that gave the response.
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The response to a previous step is not visible when you create an action

sequence. To use the content of a response in a later step, look up which field

values are returned for a certain endpoint in the API documentation.

2.2.2.1.5 Editing field content
If you inserted data from source card fields or from a response, you can

automatically edit that data before sending it by using FreeMarker syntax.

For example, to replace a word in the content from a source field, add ?replace:

{"textField2": "${textField1?replace("blue", "red")}" }

This replaces all instances of the word ‘blue’ from the textField1 field content with

‘red‘ when it’s entered into textField2. Replacing words is useful when the

receiving application uses different terminology than the sending application.

Note that for replacing entire field values it’s easier to use value mapping.

FreeMarker supports multiple options like this, and a lot of other features that is

not documented here, such as IF statements, generating semi-random numbers,

etc. See the FreeMarker documentation for more details and usage examples.

 

2.2.2.1.6 Mapping fields to the receiving program
Talking to a program that uses different terminology? Set up mappings to replace

field values from the source program with a different output value. The receiving

program will get values it recognizes.

Create multiple maps if you want to change values for several fields, or if the

action sequence communicates with several tools that all use different

terminology. You can map values of multiple fields in one map if all values are

unique, but for clarity creating separate maps for each field is recommended.

Mapping the values of a field
1 Add a new mapping group  in the Add value mappings block on the left.

2 Give the map a name. Simply using the name of the field that is mapped is

recommended.

3 Click  to add input values for each value the field can have in the source tool.

4 Fill in the corresponding output values for the target tool.

You can map several input values to one output value, and indicate what output

value should be given to other input values that are not listed in the mappings.

Using mapping in a sequence step
1 Place the cursor at the desired position.
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2 Click the Insert Value  button or press ALT+V.

3 Select the field you want to use mapping for. Value mapping is only available

under Current values, Old values, and Trigger data.

4 Under Value mapping, indicate the map you want to use.

➩ The resulting parameter is ${_map("field name"!, "map name")} .

Value mappings section on Action Sequence card

 

2.2.2.1.7 Other things to keep in mind
■ Everything is case sensitive
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■ UNIDs should always be formatted with dashes. When you call up an UNID

with a GET request these dashes are already added, but if you found an UNID

by way of the π - method (from an overview in the TOPdesk user interface)

these dashes will have to be added. The UNID dashes format is xxxxxxxx-xxxx-

xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx (8-4-4-4-12)

 

2.2.3 Generate a document  
When you have chosen Generate document, you can set up a document

template that is generated upon trigger. This document can contain information

about the asset and other linked cards, and therefore is ideal for, for example,

issue forms.

 Contrary to the RTF creator (you might know to create documents with for

other modules), you do not have to upload a template file beforehand. All

work is done inside the Asset action.

To set up the Generate document action:

1 Fill in Name. If you later decide to add this action to an Action sequence, this

name is used for the specific step.

2 Choose a File name. You can use insertion fields to include specific values of

the asset in the name.

3 In the Document layout section, set the size and margins of the document.

4 In the Document template editor, you can configure what the generated

document will look like.

■ Click Insert value (Alt+V) to insert a field or variable.

■ Click Image  to insert an image, like a company logo.

■ Click Source to see the HTML code of the document.

1 Tick Link the generated document to the card that triggered the action if

you want the document to be added to the Documents widget on the relevant

Asset card.

2 Click Finish your automated action.

3 Enable the action by clicking the Activate automated action toggle.

4 Save the card.

➩ You have created a Generate document action.

When you test the Generate document action, make sure that:
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■ The Document widget is added to the Asset template. For help with doing so,

see 3 Designing templates for assets [➙ page 9].

■ The document might not be shown in the Document widget after just

refreshing the card.

Add as attachment in email
To automatically include the generated document in an email action:

1 Click Incorporate in an action sequence on the bottom of the Generate

document action.

➩ The action is transformed into an action sequence. Automatically, the
Generate document action is added as step 1 in the sequence.

2 Click Add an email step on the bottom of your screen.

3 Set up the email as desired.

4 On the bottom of the email step, tick Attach document generated in [name

of email step].

5 Optionally, add more steps.

6 Click Finish your automated action.

7 Save the card.

➩ The generated document is now automatically included in an email action.

2.2.4 Import an action  
When you have chosen Import an action, you can import a pre-made action.

Actions are interchangeable between different TOPdesk installations, such as

between a test and production environment. You can also import and adjust an

action sequence example from the TOPdesk Marketplace, or the Action Sequence

Library on My TOPdesk.

If you want to copy an action because you want to create one that is only slightly

different, export the action with the button on the bottom of the action card and

then import it in a new action.

Exporting
Export an action with the Export button on the bottom of every action card. A

JSON file is generated, which you can directly import into another TOPdesk. You

can open the JSON file in a text editor to see the different steps of the action.

When you export an action, indicate whether you want include values of variables

and mappings in the export. We recommend to only include variables and

mapping if the JSON is used internally.
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Importing
When using Import an action, the file browser opens:

1 Select the JSON file and click Open.

➩ The action template is loaded.

2 Make any required changes. Specifically check the variables and mapping if you

import an Action sequence.

3 When you’re done changing the action, click Finish your automated action.

2.2.5 Insertion fields  

2.2.5.1 Inserting fields and variables
In various fields of actions, you can enter fields from the source card. In an Action

sequence, you can also add variables. When the action sequence is triggered from

a specific card, the actual value of the fields on that card, and of the variables, are

then sent along in the request. If the sequence is triggered with an event on Edit

Card you can also insert the old value of a field, with the fields on the Old values

tab in the pop-up.

To insert source card fields and variables:

1 Place the cursor at the desired position.

2 Click the Insert Value  button or press ALT+V.

3 Select the field or variable you want to insert.

4 Click Insert.

 When you insert a variable in a URL, you need to add the Freemarker

option ?no_esc. The resulting inserted variable should look as follows: $
{_variables.name?no_esc} , where ‘name’ is the name of the variable.

2.2.5.2 Database or API field names
For field names, you sometimes need to use the database field name and

sometimes the field name provided by the API.

■ When you use fields from the TOPdesk card that triggered the sequence

event, you use the database field names. Insert these field names with the

Insert Value  button or ALT+V.

■ When you use fields and values from a response to a previous step, you use

the API field names as they are used in the response. Use the API

documentation to find the correct field name.
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This includes fields from another TOPdesk, fields from different cards in the

source TOPdesk, or when you record data back into the source TOPdesk.

For example, the call number field can be either ‘naam’ (from TOPdesk source

card) or ‘number’ (from external TOPdesk or different card in source TOPdesk).    

{"externalNumber" : "${naam}" } will insert a call number from the

TOPdesk source card into the ‘external number’ field of a call in an external

TOPdesk.

{"externalNumber" : "${_responses.createcall.body.number}" } will

insert the call number from the response from another TOPdesk into the ‘external

number’ field of a call in the source TOPdesk. In this example the response came

from a sequence step called ‘createcall’. Note how the target field (the External

Number field) in the source TOPdesk is an API field as well, so not an inserted

field.

 

2.2.5.3 Using responses in later steps
The receiving program can return a response. You can use data from a response

in a next step of the action sequence.

To use the response to a previous step in a later step:

1 Place the cursor at the desired position.

2 Click the Insert Value  button or press ALT+V.

3 On the Response data tab, select the step that gave the response you want to

use.

4 Indicate the response value type. You can insert status codes, the body of the

response as text, or the body of the response as JSON or XML.

5 If you insert the response body as JSON or XML, specify which value from the

response body you want to use. Start the value with . or [ .

For example, if you want to insert the call number that was given in a response

from another TOPdesk, enter .number as the JSON value.

The resulting parameter would be ${_responses.stepname.body.number} ,

where stepname is the name of the step that gave the response.

The response to a previous step is not visible when you create an action

sequence. To use the content of a response in a later step, look up which field

values are returned for a certain endpoint in the API documentation.
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2.3 Handling error messages  
When an action cannot be fully executed, an error message is shown in the

Execution logs. The log contains data on when an action was executed (also for

successful executions), and for which card the action was performed. A maximum

of 50 successful and unsuccessful executions are saved, before the oldest log

entries are deleted.

To open the executions logs:

1 Open an action from the Action overview.

2 On the bottom, click Close edit mode.

➩ You return to the overview page of an action.

3 Click Open execution logs.

➩ You have opened the execution logs of your action.

On the left, a list of executions is shown. Click on a log entry to show the

execution logs of a specific execution. On the right, the logs of the chosen

execution appear and can be analyzed.

The shown execution dates are by default shown in UTC time. It is not possible to

change this.

Permissions

For log entries to be accessible, an operator must have Action Sequence Logs

permission (under the Events and Actions block) assigned.
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